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Abstract: This article is concerned with attempts to pose videogames as solutions to systemic
racism. The mobile app, Everyday Racism, is one such game. Its method is to directly address
players as subjects of racism interpellating them as victims of racist language and behaviour
within Australian society, implicating the impact of racism on mental health and wellbeing. While
the game has politically laudable goals, its effectiveness is undermined by several issues
themselves attributable to the dynamics of race and games. This paper will spell out those
issues by addressing three separate facets of the game: the problematic relationship between
the player and their elected avatar; the pedagogic compromises that are made in modelling
racism as a game; finally, the superliminal narrative that attempts to transcend the limited
diegetic world of the game.
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On the 15th of April, 1914, one Mr. Francis James Shaw, of 23 White Street, Melbourne, applied
for, and was granted, a copyright for the White Australia Game. This boardgame was to be
played by two players, one person playing ‘the White Men,’ the other playing ‘the Coloured
Men.’ These names did not, of course, simply refer to the colour of the pieces, but represented
the ethnic identity of either colonists or the Southeast Asians and Pacific Islanders targeted by
the ‘White Australia Policy’ after 1901 (Lake and Reynolds 2008). Players had four tokens on
each side, and points were given depending on how far one moved their pieces. While today the
National Archives of Australia holds gameplay instructions, a board for gameplay, and copyright
information, there is little known about the commercial fate of the White Australia Game. We
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can, however, address the way the game was played.
While the game was competitive, both players had the same goal: to remove the black pieces
from the map of Australia and replace them with the white pieces. In this sense, the players
were not playing a nominal identity, but were instead implementing racialised government policy.
The player controlling ‘the White Men’ adopted the roles of the post-federation immigration
system, drawing white pieces into Australia’s east coast, and progressively marching west
across the terrain. Along the way, the player controlling ‘the Coloured Men’ would sternly march
their pieces in the other direction, before pushing the pieces into the Pacific Ocean. This
seaward journey was undoubtedly a metaphor for the total lack of care that the participants and
designers had for the actual fate of resident Southeast Asians and Pacific Islanders – some of
whom came to Australia as indentured labourers – or, implicitly, the Indigenous Australians
whose population and dispossession of Terra Australis were completely elided by the game.
This raises the point that the player responsible for ‘the Coloured Men’ did not identify with
those targeted by the White Australia policy, but rather took on the role of acting in the name of
a racialised collective whose existence, as a category, was a product of government
apparatuses of various forms. Both players thus held what was essentially a white Australian
identity, seeking the same goal of the removal of ‘the Coloured Men’ from Australia.
The White Australia Game acts as an early example of the intersection between games and
race in Australia. It remains, for now, a monument to a certain type of racism and a certain
period of gameplay in Australian history. In this article, we wish to investigate a more
contemporary and antithetical intersection between race and games in Australia, through the
case study of the mobile app, Everyday Racism. Ideologically speaking, Everyday Racism and
the White Australia Game could not be further removed. Where the White Australia Game is an
education in an ideology of national racism, Everyday Racism seeks to expose racist behaviour
as it is experienced at the level of the individual and educate using anti-racist pedagogies. For
our research, Everyday Racism acts as a lens with which to critically frame race and games; in
particular, we aim to unpack the use of videogames as solutions to systemic racism. Before
progressing further, though, we, the authors, feel it is important to note our own positions as
male pakeha (settler) New Zealanders working in tertiary institutions. Because of our
backgrounds, we have benefitted from structural racism in both Australia and New Zealand in
many ways, but particularly – as is relevant to this article – we have been spared from the forms
of prejudicial rhetoric captured in the game. On this basis, we acknowledge that we have not
been the targets of racial abuse, and that while our analysis includes the game’s presentation of
racism, our focus is on its nature as a game.
The game Everyday Racism does not propose to solve racism; however, it does engage with
racism in a videogame setting, and thus brings with it a host of concerns. We wish to address
this game in its role as an intervention into racism in Australia. Players take on the role of one of
three non-white Australians: an indigenous man, a Muslim woman, and an Indian exchange
student, with a fourth option of playing as ‘yourself’. It is through the eyes of these characters
that the player engages with a social world coloured entirely by racist discourse and practice,
set within the wider context of a regime of liberal state and non-state agencies ostensibly
capable of fairly administering in favour of the oppressed whenever complaints or problems
arise. The game was produced by All Together Now, an Australian NGO with an anti-racist
focus, based on research into the issue of racism and anti-racist behaviour by research groups
at the University of Western Sydney, Deakin University, and the University of Melbourne. While
none of the authors of this paper were involved in the production of this game, some of us have
colleagues who were directly involved in this project.
We contend that Everyday Racism has admirable goals in attempting to educate players in
different modes of racist expression and different challenges faced by the victims of prejudice.
At the same time, we also argue that there are a number of core problems in Everyday Racism,
and that attention to these issues will improve the effectiveness of this and similar projects as
games. To this extent, we propose a critical reflection on the game with the eye to improving
both the design of future applications and also developing a toolbox for critical analyses of race
within games studies. Of primary importance to our approach are the following concerns: first,
the treatment of racism as a game (and thereby something that has rules) is problematic, not
least because it makes the player responsible for managing moments of racism, often from the
position of the target of racism – this in turn leads to the player being partly responsible the
situation. Second, there is a relationship between the phone, the player, and the game which
needs to be highlighted: namely the player’s phone shifts from being a site of intimacy and
safety to being the source of abuse and vitriol. In this fashion, the game takes on some of the
forms of activism that emerge from 4chan (see Higgin, 2013), insofar as the activism is about
reframing the use of familiar spaces and objects. This relationship has educational potential but
its novelty and dynamics require some unpacking. Third, Everyday Racism engages in a direct
and didactic connection between racist discourse and research into the health and
psychological effects of racism. For the game, racism is foremost a phenomenon with direct
consequences to both individual and group mental and physical health, and thus it prescribes
actions to minimise racism. As this article shows, it thereby relies on certain assumptions about
racialisation and ‘bystander’ behaviour that merit close attention. Fourth, we suggest that
Everyday Racism is a confluence of three attributes identified within recent videogame
scholarship: the use of games for anti-racist pedagogy, particularly by Identity Supportive
Games (Lee, 2013); the interpellating and subjectifying aspects of political videogames
(Fordyce and van Ryn, 2014); and work on avatars (Apperley and Clemens, 2015). In this
article, we address these concerns through four separate approaches: first, through a literature
analysis of existing scholarship on race and games; second, with an analysis of the game
Everyday Racism; third, we move to addressing the role of critical race studies and race health
studies in the context of pedagogy; finally, we engage in a comparison with other games that
involve a political or pedagogical component.
Everyday Racism marks a considerable shift in how the notion of racism is dealt with in
videogames, thus much of the previous critical literature has deal with implicit or explicit racism
that is found in the representations of race in games (see Sze-Fai Shiu 2006) the racism found
in online communities (see Nakamura 2009) or in the algorithmic or procedural way race is
represented in as a defining attribute in games (see Galloway 2007). Many games are reliant on
truths of an essential and biological difference between fantastical or realistic ‘races’. In some
cases, this may be represented in economic differences between different races, such as in the
Civilization (MicroProse, 1991-) and Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 1994-) series where
players construct different buildings depending on their chosen identity (see Galloway 2006;
Kontour 2009). By providing unique buildings to specific races, these games essentialise
cultural qualities within each group. In other cases, racial difference is cast as an internal quality,
for instance in the vast majority of role-playing games different races will have a unique set of
statistical modifiers, such as changes to somatic qualities like strength, or ‘psychic’ qualities like
charisma. In these games, at the centre is the figure of the, often white, human. This is the
‘normal’ being from which all other racial variations find their reference. The modelling of racial
difference through inherent statistical qualities is completely integral to a great deal of gameplay,
as too is the centralisation and privileging of a very specific type of racialised identity. The
practice of min-maxing, as described by Joris Dormans (2006) is a practice based in choosing
racialised identities for play based on the statistical gameplay benefits granted by each race,
rather than based around experiencing a different form of identity. In the context of gaming
cultures, it may be difficult to elaborate how race is problematic, and how it leads to issues of
racism; this is especially so, given a context where each race realises itself as an ontological
fact with certain benefits and weaknesses to be exploited for gameplay purposes, rather than a
political or cultural identity with particular concerns and investments. Race becomes a common
means of negotiating a rule-based system, rather than a problem in and of itself. While
Everyday Racism also adopts this rule-based conception of race, it examines how racism
structures individual experience through gaming mechanics, with the goal of making players
reflect on racism.
Race in videogames is not always associated directly with particular gameplay qualities as
noted above. In many cases, particularly in story-driven single player games, race is a narrative
device, operating as a generic marker of certain social or cultural attributes. Reducing races to
efficient storytelling devices is highly problematic; fortunately there is substantial quantitative
research into the intersection of race and games. Games regularly limit the player to one or two
predefined avatars. Research by Williams et al (2009) sought to chart the range of identities
available for player avatars within 150 videogames, as well as the identities of the other
characters that the players would interact with. Jansz and Martis also conducted similar
research in 2007, focusing on gender, but including race among the research categories and a
report commissioned by Children Now, from 2001, also addressed race, gender, and violence.
Across all these reports, the dominant avatars and identities were white. The report by Children
Now observes that racial variation tends to occur for male avatars more (48%) than female
(22%). This is corroborated by Jansz and Martis, despite their smaller sample size. Other
games provide more selection of avatars, or allow the player to engage in designing their own.
Research by Dietrich (2013) assesses the range of pigmentation available during character
creation phases of gameplay, through an analysis of sixty-five games. Dietrich’s work shows
that light skin tones are always available, if not the only choice (n:26), whereas only sixteen
games allow the player to choose dark skin tones. Dietrich expanded analysis to other acts of
racial phenotyping, and found that forty-two games only offered straight hair as an option, with
most of the remainder only providing an ‘afro’ as an alternative. Needless to say, whiteness is a
hegemonic characteristic of avatars within many videogames.
The dominance of white hyper-masculine heroes (such as in the Far Cry series and the various
Wolfenstein games) within videogames is often played out within videogames journalism and
cultural responses, for instance in the popular debates around Assassin’s Creed III, where
videogame publisher Ubisoft (who would later be critiqued for gender representation within the
same game series) were criticised for their representation of Native American ethnicity and
culture. Or the criticisms and counter-criticisms around the ethnic tensions played up in
Resident Evil 5, where the protagonist, who is either white or hispanic, is sent to Haiti and
spends much of the game killing zombified Afro-Haitians. Many of the complaints in this case
referred to the aesthetic similarity to racialised violence in Haiti’s past. For many videogames,
race becomes a statistical and narrative problem in the way it essentialises somatic or cultural
traits within certain ethnic groups. For instance, the work by Anthony Sze-Fai Shiu (2006) notes
racist and anti-miscegenationist attitudes within Duke Nukem 3D and Shadow Warrior, games
where racial qualities are rendered in hyperbolic fashion for ostensibly humorous purposes.
Sze-Fai Shiu notes a homology between space aliens and “alien” migrants to America in Duke
Nukem 3D, and the game’s reliance on a mythological all-white Los Angeles to deliver this
narrative. The representation of race and ethnicity is an ever-present issue within many
videogames, with some engaging in a more literal approach than others. Researchers have, in
turn, begun to investigate the effect of racialised avatars and racialised avatar construction (see
Peck et al, 2013; Lee, 2014). Everyday Racism attempts to tackle the issue through the popular
format of the mobile app, to which we turn below.
Modelling racism as a game or within a game necessarily implies that racism is a rule-based
system. Because of its nature as a game, Everyday Racism commits to these qualities of this
particular media form. But where Everyday Racism differs from other games is along a
seemingly slight but crucial line. Other games construct racial qualities with attributes, metrics,
and scales which essentialise race as a discrete thing; in comparison, Everyday Racism models
not race, but racism, as a rule based system. This small difference means that Everyday
Racism is not making the crucial mistake that so many other texts treat not only as normal, but
as a selling point. As such, Everyday Racism chooses to express these rules in a somewhat
different way to other games’ presentation of race. To understand how it does so, and with what
consequences, let us examine four features that are important to its operatation as a game: the
relationship between the player and the avatar, the relationship between the player and the
device, the presentation of racism in a system-based fashion that structure experience and the
related success/failure conditions of the game, and the economics of the game as a commodity.
Everyday Racism begins with a download. The game is free to install, and requires none of the
dreaded ‘in-app purchases’ that many mobile games possess. The game is available for iOS
devices (the Apple ecology, including iPhones and iPads) and for those devices running the
Android operating system (for portable devices from HTC, Motorola, Samsung, and many
others). As of September 2014, there are somewhere over one thousand downloads, and a total
of 68 reviews across all platforms. While we expected some to perhaps contain a degree of
hostility to the ideology of the game, most of the negative reviews merely critiqued buggy
aspects of the game’s implementation or aesthetics. Only four reviewers expressed hostility to
the textual content of the game, encoding their resistance in familiar terms: “reverse racism” and
“Sick and disgusting.” Once past the reviews and the installation process, the player can start
the game.
There are incidental setup procedures, such as confirming that the player is aged over 18, as 
well as survey data pertaining to the age, gender, suburb, and ethnicity of the user. The player 
clicks “I’m Ready” and progresses to what is possibly the most important choice in the whole 
experience: the game calls on the player to choose one of four avatars: three racially coded 
individuals, and one blank slate. The chosen avatar then becomes the lens through which the 
player then views and experiences different forms of racist behaviour. The three archetypes, 
built in consultation with affected groups, are Aisha, a young Muslim woman from Oman,
Vihaan, a young male Indian student, and Patrick, an Aboriginal man. Again, however, the
spectre of the central and privileged figure rears its head: there is also the option to play as
“yourself.” Presented as a genderless silhouette, this figure lacks any racial identity. This figure,
in being unmarked, is the implicit white norm a case which is reinforced as the player
experiences other positions. While playing as ‘You’ a player has the experience of watching the
lonely Aisha from the window of a party to which she is not invited. If the player replays the
game as Aisha, the same scene is experienced from Aisha’s viewpoint, wherein the character
looking out the window is a young white bespectacled man with blonde hair and a light beard.
Otherwise, unlike the other avatars, the character of ‘You’ is never visible, and, in either case,
never directly experiences racism in the course of the game. The unmarked ‘You’ is always a
third party to racialised abuse.
Outside the spectrum of ethnicity, the avatars are largely uniform. They are implicitly
middleclass, aged in their mid-late twenties, live city-based lifestyles, are interested in youth
socialisation, and appear to have no children, partners, or other dependents. The game has
eliminated almost every variable except ethnicity and gender. We can read from this an idea of a
certain normative expectation about the players of smartphone games, in terms of their age and
their social desires. The lack of intersectionality means that while other ethnicities may well be
represented to certain degrees, there is an element to which people of other cultures are not
well-represented within the game.
Once the avatar has been chosen, the player will then be presented with a series of
engagements which unfold in real time for players. Numerous events occur every day,
intermittently interrupting the player’s daily life with racialised content from the game posing as
phone alerts of new messages intervening in the experience of the game. This is an experience
that continues with multiple alerts on a daily basis for one week. The player experiences racial
discrimination, mediated through the phone as text messages, emails, radio conversations, and,
at times, narrative videos and comics. The form that racism takes varies across the many
experiences, and events are sorted for each player, generally by the day of the week. At times
the racism comes in the form of the player suffering epithets from passers-by. In other cases the
player watches retail assistants harass shoppers, and is questioned as to whether they will
intervene on a possibly racist attitude.
Within Everyday Racism, by and large, racism is presented in a purely linguistic format, 
delivered at specific daily intervals. Events transpire, and the player is interpellated into a 
response. The gameplay progresses in a similar manner to dating simulator games, or the 
conversation mechanic employed by games such as the Mass Effect series, where the player is 
called upon to select from a limited set of responses to the current situation. While normally 
these genres involve a heavy amount of narrative, Everyday Racism relies on short-form 
communication and racism is communicated literally in almost every case. Characters are 
directly harassed or ignored on the basis of presumptions about their ethnicity, religion, or 
culture. This abuse may be shouted, written down, emailed, or tagged. In other cases, the abuse 
is more subtle – indirect accusations of inappropriateness or ‘poor fit’. In all cases, the player 
receives four of these moments of racism interrupting every day directly from their mobile 
device. For each interruption, they are asked to respond. Depending on the archetype, some 
experiences are different, and the content or method of racism changes. Almost all possible 
actions are communicative actions, cast into three different moulds. The three possible reactions 
supplied are always either to a) take no action, b) seek remediation from an authority figure or 
social group, or c) directly intervene in the situation. The scenarios vary so widely it is worth 
giving several examples.
In one scenario, universal to the racialised avatars, you receive an email from a prospective
employer stating that you have not been employed because they ‘just don’t feel that you would
be a good cultural fit with the organisation’ (our emphasis). Reacting by filing a formal complaint
(option b) leads to a pro forma email saying an investigation is pending, while replying with an
email to the employer identifying their racism (option c) leads to their assurance that you have
‘misunderstood’. In another scenario, you are not invited to socialise with workmates because
they assume you do not drink alcohol, and direct action again leads to a denial of racist intent.
Alternately, as Pat, you receive an email for a workplace function related to an annual
celebration of Indigenous Australian culture that includes mocking suggestions to bring body
paint and didgeridoos. Direct action again leads to denial, and a suggestion the player is too
‘serious’. Against these, there are more dramatic audio-visual scenarios, including a video
segment – again universal to the racialized archetypes – in which a person calls out a car
window to ‘go back to where you came from’ before speeding off. For players acting through the
avatar of ‘yourself,’ the situations are more selective, yet the responses continue to fit the same
pattern as before. For these players, the experiences are tangential: instead of being subject to
the abuse, we watch as people are not invited to parties, as workplace teasing is shared in
group emails, and as people are targeted by mall cops. Here, guilt is the predominant motivator
for action. Do we sit silently while others are targeted due to perceived difference? For the
racialised avatars, the situation is less escapable: in another audio-visual scenario the player
overhears racist radio broadcasts, unfortunately a hazard endemic to Australian media (see
Hanson-Easey et al., 2012), and is invited to complain to the broadcaster; while in another case
the player overhears a racist discussion by café staff, before being asked: ‘How will you
respond?’ The supplied choices for the latter include either walking out, replying ‘I just wanted to
order a coffee’ or asking ‘Can I speak to the manager?’ Choosing any option but that of direct
action leads to the game asking, rhetorically: ‘Do you think acting like it doesn’t matter will
change anything?’ Such comments dovetail with reviewer remarks. One 5-star review stands
out: ‘I love this app. You feel powerless and helpless.’
A significant aspect of this type of gameplay is the way that it elides the efforts or costs inherent
in the actions available to the player, were they to attempt them in real life. To ‘do nothing,’
aggressively confront strangers, write a complaint to the Human Rights Commission and
‘contact a lawyer’ are represented as equally difficult – indeed, the way the game castigates
inaction implies that the responsibility is often upon the player-as-victim to endure the financial
cost, potential unemployment, further alienation, or even violence that the various options
present in order to remain an ethical and racially-conscious citizen. By reducing to equivalence
the social and economic costs of different actions, the game elides the significant differences in
access to certain types of solution amongst racialised individuals. The issue here is that, for
instance, the player’s choice of deciding to ‘seek legal counsel’ instead of ‘ignore it’ is not
represented in game with costs of time, finance or emotion that such an act would require, and
the player is not given any real sense of this occurring in a narrative frame. As such, the
differences in costs to, and capacities of, characters in the game are hidden behind the clicking
of the button. In this sense, the game is engaging in what Bruno Latour calls the ‘double click’
(2013). For Latour, the double click is the apparent jump from one state to another without
paying attention to the process of transition. As Latour notes: ‘The error is not that we trust
Double Click—it’s our whole life—but that we slip unwittingly from omission to forgetting. […]
What was only a slight, legitimate veiling, a necessary omission, has been transformed into
oblivion’ (2013: 275). As Latour’s words suggest, the problem is not that we allow the transition
to occur, but that the processes underlying the transition are forgotten. In Everyday Racism,
clicking from an engagement with racist behaviour through to a solution omits the fundamental
barriers to holding racism to account, namely the processes of finding institutional solutions are
often ineffective in their results and exhausting to conduct, which the game does acknowledge
to some extent. Frequently, Everyday Racism requires us accept that state agencies as equally
available to all – something that Australia’s racist history precisely disbars – in part by never
staging racist scenarios in some of their everyday locales: police stations, hospitals, social
service agencies Players who begin oblivious of the financial and social costs involved to victims
may be no more informed in this matter when they finish playing.
Furthermore, the gameplay negotiation of the conditions of racism are always individual, even
though the game wishes to generate an attitude of bystander intervention. The player is always
alone in responding to racism, and when support is felt in the game it is generally institutional in
nature: bosses, lawyers, and politicians intervene to limit racist acts. This is a significant
problem for two reasons. For one, institutional racism is far more destructive and violent than
individually separated moments of racist speech. As the scenarios described earlier illustrate,
this is made apparent in the game itself where incidents have no effective remedy because
there is no recognition; racism is piecemeal, ambiguous and ‘everyday’. Secondly, while the
player and their avatar are responsible for action, both are capable of forms of remediation but
nonetheless largely incapable of actually mobilising solutions. While there are likely pragmatic
reasons for this – relating to issues of game design and game pedagogy – it is nonetheless
important to state that, again, it would seem that both those that spout racist abuse and those
that save victims are socially-coded as white.
This brings us to the question of completing the game. The game continues at a rate of four
racist messages a day for one week. Beyond technical errors (which have stalled some
attempts at completion) there are two ways to resolve the game: to make it through all 28
instances of racism; or, to exit. Exiting the game is always an option. ‘Becoming too much? Tap
here to quit,’ or a variation, is displayed as a footer across the bottom of the app. Clicking this
leads to a ‘GAME OVER’ page, annotated with a suicide prevention hotline number for those
overly distressed by their experience, before taking players to a survey page, then finishing with
a “Play again” button and advertisements to study racism at one of the several Australian
universities that funded the app. Unlike some other activist games, the loss condition does not
provoke a sense of responsibility in the player (Fordyce and van Ryn, 2014: 38–39). If a player
does not quit the game, they will progress towards completing the game at the end of the week.
The player suffers no ill effects from playing the game poorly or choosing not to intervene. There
are likely pragmatic reasons for the lack of complexity in the Everyday Racism’s construction,
yet still it is important to note that there is no imposition on player’s success and no barrier to
completion of the game. This success is framed as an ‘endurance’ of the conditions of racism.
Upon completion of the game, players are congratulated on their success, before being called
upon to ask others to ‘take up the challenge.’ In other words, it is not necessary to play
Everyday Racism ‘well’ in order to succeed: the game invites you to put yourself in the shoes of
people experiencing racism in order to finish the game, and to engage with the problems of
racism, but you do not have to comply to succeed; you just have to withstand its abuse for a
week. Obviously, as the app itself notes, for people who really do have to suffer racist abuse on
a daily basis there is no expectation of relief at the end of the week.
Everyday Racism presents racism as a rule-based system. By having challenges based in
singular events and individualised responses to these events, it overcodes the individual ability
to find solutions, and underrepresents institutional structures that inform racism. It remains an
open question how effective the strategy of endurance is as a sufficient or necessary device for
educating players on the conditions of racism. Given that inferences are made within the game
about the relative merits of different forms of action (see below), though, the authors contend
that there is probable merit in exploring the use of qualitative feedbacks and metrics into future
iterations of this and similar games. Where Everyday Racism does presently make significant
contributions is in terms of its operations outside of its gameplay environment: in terms of a
pedagogy of engagement, and in terms of a complication of the mobile-user relationship.
The question of what to do about reducing levels of racism remains implicit through Everyday
Racism. Within the game, the underlying pedagogy is made apparent through interweaving
screens of ‘facts’ about racism, such as that racist attitudes are sustained because they are not
challenged, that ‘confronting racist behaviour leads to less prejudiced attitudes in participants,’
and that racism ‘can cause a range of health problems’. Much of this is sourced in the research
of Everyday Racism’s designers, specifically in the fields of health and applied psychology
research. While racism has for some time been understood as a moral or political wrong, and
research has extensively documented the levels of social disadvantage experienced by
racialised groups in multiple aspects of life, quantitative health research into the effects of both
racist and anti-racist acts is a recently emerging field. In Paradies’ (2006) major review of 138
separate studies, he found a strong association between self-reported racism and ill health in
oppressed racial groups, particularly in regards to negative mental health outcomes (emotional
distress and depression) and health-related behaviours. Though ‘racism’ is not universal in its
application or effects, all studies pointed to a correlation between self-reported racism and ill
health (see also Paradies, Harris et al. 2008). At the same time, psychology researchers
suggest that attempts to alter beliefs through collective guilt about racism may have be
counterproductive (Halloran 2007), and that, alternately, it is likely more effective to prescribe
anti-racist behaviours. This recommendation, informed by a wealth of scholarship on ‘bystander’
interventions, comes from a significant body of work by academics associated with the game*
(e.g. Pedersen, Walker et al. 2005, Nelson, Dunn et al. 2011, Neto and Pedersen 2013). It
suggests that explicitly identifying racists acts when they occur, or taking ‘anti-racist prosocial
action,’ frequently has productive effects for targets and bystanders, as well as being ‘politically
significant in developing effective approaches that shift the burden of anti-racism away from
targets’ (Nelson, Dunn et al. 2011). The supposition here is that ‘public condemnation’ can lead
racist individuals’ to see they have overestimated community support (Nelson, Dunn et al.
2010), though this tells us little about bystander’s intolerance of racism in spaces not* governed
by anti-racist mores.
A key aim of Everyday Racism would seem to be to encourage bystander behaviour, though 
close attention to the underpinning research suggests some limitations. Most acutely, one study 
suggests that bystanders should intervene on the basis of ‘superordinate group membership,’ 
explicitly placing their actions in the context of ‘shared values, experiences, affiliations, and roles 
to promote common, inclusive social group membership’ (Nelson, Dunn et al. 2011). That is, the 
suggestion is to recalibrate an individual’s prejudice to the parameters of a more inclusive 
ideological formation, such as the nation, locality, or organisation. This is a compelling strategy,
though it is important to note nationhood and other similar ‘supervalent’ norms that are
contested by Critical Race Studies scholarship as the grounds of social belonging in Australia.
One obvious reason for this is the crucial role that racial discriminatory government policy has
played in the historical formation of the nation as a ‘white nation’ (Hage 1998, Hage 2003),
wherein nationalism and* *racial discrimination are twinned responses to a fear (or paranoia)
about the loss of social identity. At its strongest, this literature insists that the nation is itself a
racist artefact, premised on discrimination against Indigenous people and others and sustained
by the continuing refusal to recognise Indigenous Australians as a polity ‘beyond’ the colonial
nation. Typically scholars have framed any appeal, therefore, to the nation as supervening
reality is implicitly a refusal of their sovereignty (e.g. Moreton-Robinson 2007, Watson 2009, c.f.
Sibley 2008).
Given these critiques, perhaps we might appeal to a more acceptable supervalent norm? On
this point, Critical Race Studies introduces two more profound injunctions. The first is derived
from the critique of ‘whiteness’ as, following Aileen Moreton-Robinson (2004: 75), ‘an invisible
regime of power that secures hegemony through discourse and has material effects in everyday
life’. Moving beyond the identification of explicit racism, whiteness scholars seek to identify how
processes of social normalisation police difference and establish, or reify, white practices and
expectations as unquestionable norms. The naturalised superiority of ‘rational’ argument and
disciplinary intervention are, on this Foucauldian account, part and parcel of white
governmentality (see Moreton-Robinson, Casey et al. 2008). In games such as Everyday
Racism, played by both white and non-white individuals, this critique of norms would lead us to
be apprehensive about both the availability of non-white experiences to white players and, in
addition, any valorisation of intervention on behalf of non-whites by white players. Secondly,
Critical Race Studies draws attention to the possibility of positive racialised difference; that is,
differences actively embraced by individuals. This is a possibility implicitly denied by the
parameters of Everyday Racism, wherein racialisation (rather than solely racism) is always an
error. At no point is this clearer than in the case of Pat, the Aboriginal avatar, whose
interpellation as essentially Aboriginal is only ever something on which the player can take no
action or seek correction. Ironically, even Pat is told to ‘go back to where you came from’. The
game is so firmly attached to the anti-racist tenet that racialisation is always a misrecognition of
a subject for a type that it makes no room for positive difference. It may not by surprising that a
rule-base environment is incompatible with the negotiated realities of everyday racialised life –
such as that experiences of race may also include the positive reclamation and recovery of
marginalised identities and knowledges – though it is nonetheless important to note.
One of the most novel dimensions of the pedagogy of Everyday Racism is the way in which it
shifts the function of the mobile device. The main play window of Everyday Racism acts as an
operating system dashboard, where players are invited to respond to various social
notifications. Players see emails and texts with the familiar icon of an envelope appearance, and
Facebook notifications use the ubiquitous ‘f’ logo. The narrative events are presented, again,
with familiar system icons: the videos have movie file icons, audio recordings appear similar to
the iTunes logo, and the comics sections have an icon of a camera. The importance of this
otherwise overlooked aesthetic choice is that it complicates the relationship between the user
and the device. In one reading, the mobile phone has already produced the user as a subject of
the iOS ecology, only for Everyday Racism to interrupt this process in a jarring and
desubjectifying manner. When encountering the acts of racism, the user finds themselves
unable to use the phone ‘in the right way’ – that is, in the socially understood manner of use
(Agamben, 2009:21). In another reading, the design and interaction decisions being made here
are not about usability, but, following the first of Shneiderman’s eight golden rules of HCI design,
are about exploiting interface consistency across media platforms (1998: 74–75). The design
decisions being made here are not about creating a system that is more user-friendly, but about
generating a familiar interactive experience in order to render the application more hostile to its
users. As van Ryn notes (2013), the function of gestural touch-screen devices is generally
positioned towards a representative gesture, rather than a representative environment, and to
this end, Everyday Racism, reproduces the navigation of an operating system as a game
environment. By having regularly placed interruptions throughout the day, the game mimics the
regular daily interruptions of mobile-mediated social interactions. The phone is no longer the site
of friendly interaction and easy negotiation of social life. It turns into the source of accusatory
and negative expressions of hatred and ostracism. This is a valuable move for Everyday
Racism. By opening up familiar and regular sites of socialisation to the ideas of hostility and risk,
the emotional costs and social vulnerabilities of racist behaviour are highlighted.
The literature of Critical Race Studies, in particular, poses large questions in regards to the
pedagogy of Everyday Racism and the health and psychology research which underwrites it.
What political viewpoint do we have that allows us to invest so heavily in white intervention?
What other place might positive racialisation have in an anti-racist pedagogy? While, arguably,
this line of inquiry may be beyond the interests and intentions of the game developers, whose
goal is to elicit prescribed practical responses, our critique identifies some of the more general
problems such games necessarily face, particularly when delivered through a mobile device.
The work of Joey Lee (2013) is exemplary in addressing race in videogames beyond the
fantastic or colonial presentations mentioned earlier, and without resorting to ethnic clichés.
Lee’s research unit not only researches games, but produces them as well. The goal for
approaching race and games is to complicate the identity of Asian-Americans as model
minorities through what Lee calls ‘Identity Supportive Games’ (or ISGs). There are several
issues at the heart of ISGs: unpacking stereotypes that polarise in both positive and negative
directions, i.e. “wise sages” and “sly villains” (Lee, 2013: 128); to reduce the policing of Asian-
American identities by Asian-Americans, and in broader American society as well (129). The
concept of ‘identity support’ stems from the idea of the identity crisis faced by young Asian-
Americans. Lee’s goal has been to reaffirm individual identity within and in spite of both
American and Asian cultural influences. To this end, Lee produces a four-part schematic for
understanding what pedagogical capacities an ISG could contain:
● reflection on identity
● support for identity formation
● experimentation with identities
● challenge and confront assumptions
From this schema, Lee develops two videogames prototypes: A-Culture-Rate and Flying Asian
Stereotypes! We attempted to obtain access to these games but were unsuccessful, however
Lee offers thorough descriptions. These games are important to compare with Everyday Racism
because the avatars are either not present (A-Culture-Rate makes use of direct address) or
fixed (an Asian-American male in the case of Flying Asian Stereotypes!). In the case of
A-Culture-Rate, the player is directly addressed, asked to ‘rate’ ten photos of Asian people in
terms of how acculturated they are to contemporary American culture. Players are also given
the opportunity to provide expectations regarding these persons as they play, and will receive a
summary biography of each person at the end of the game. Flying Asian Stereotype! is different
insofar as players take on the role of an Asian man who traverses a 2D landscape. During this
experience, players dodge or collect characteristics (“nerd”, “shyness”, and so on). These
characteristics change the appearance of the avatar, but they also change the way in which the
characters move on the screen. In this way, Lee’s game manifests a connection between racist
stereotypes and somatic or psychic qualities in a person. Within Lee’s games, racial
observations made by the players about characters in the game almost always complicate the
player’s ability to make progress.
Productive theoretical concepts can arise out of applying Lee’s concept of ISGs to Everyday
Racism. Identity supportive games are pseudo-narrative games which attempt to unpack very
specific identities (Asian-Americans) in order to undermine preconceptions about those
identities. In the case of Everyday Racism, the game is capable of supporting those individuals
who have a diverse ethnic background and are fully a part of Australian society. While you can
play as several different racialised avatars, the avatars are minimally different from each other in
terms of their experiences within the game. Which is to say, the experiences represent a kind of
generalised subjectivity that is necessarily more aligned with supervalent categories – e.g.
Australian citizens – than it is with ethnic groups within the national population who may have an
attachment to other cultures. In this sense, Everyday Racism implicitly undermines the idea that
racially-coded bodies are different from other Australian bodies. The game’s messaging requires
that ethnicities are supported at the cost of the overt valuing of cultural difference.
Everyday Racism is, as noted, somewhat limited in the way it approaches systemic racism,
though it may be that the rule-based aspects of games, more generally, are not helpful for
understanding the oppressive function of systems. Some generally progressive and anti-racist
commentators have previously attempted to use games as a metaphor for understanding
oppression; John Scalzi’s blog post “Straight White Male: The Lowest Difficulty Setting There Is”
for instance, codes different races in terms of their inherent social difficulties. Scalzi’s treatment
of the issue attempts to refer to systemic racism in terms of ‘starting stat points’ or, in other
terms, how much flexibility you have to develop certain aspects of your identity at birth. The
metaphor that Scalzi employs relies upon gamer culture to make its point, and makes use of
practices such as min-maxing, as mentioned above, and the idea of inherent statistical qualities
to individual characters based in race. This posting fostered over 800 comments alone, most of
which were counterproductive. While Scalzi’s model is comprehensible to gaming culture, it is
also approached with a great deal of open hostility. Furthermore, any practices that essentialise
certain ethnicities along particular lines buy into certain ideas of ethnic purity, and limit the
possibility of variation within ethnic groups or within societies. Wendy Chun (2011: 40–41)
critiques this very practice as a form of ‘race as technology,’ a core issue for Chun being that
this practice ‘makes accidental characteristics essential’ despite the progressive intentions of
their authors.
As noted above, the way in which Everyday Racism engages with winning and losing is
illuminating, both for this game and others like it. Foremost, we suggest that such games need
to provide the opportunity for players to find an exit from the game’s demands, in order for
players to get rid of a game that they do not want as much as to accommodate for those people
with traumatic experiences of racism in the past. At the same time, there also needs to be
consequences for the choices that the player takes in the game. Players may be castigated for
particular choices, but these criticisms are only on screen for as long as it takes for the player to
swipe it away. The source of criticism also changes – at times the player is critiqued by
characters in the game (“Daniel Jackson: You sound like the model of tolerance yourself –
fucking idiot”) and at times by a faceless narrator (“Do you ever feel like you’ve let someone
down?”) Nonetheless, for the avatar, there is no long-term consequence for any decisions. The
lack of trajectory for player’s decisions means that the game only models its own formal
structure as a game, specifically one that has a ludic experience that lacks connection to
anything wider. Compare this to games by Molleindustria, where the player’s involvement in the
game map out their wider responsibilities to ethical practices (Fordyce and van Ryn, 2014).
Nonetheless, for the avatar, there is no long-term consequence for any decisions. The lack of
trajectory for player’s decisions means that the game only models its own formal structure as a
game, specifically one that has a ludic experience that lacks connection to anything wider.
Compare this to games by Molleindustria, where the player’s involvement in the game map out
their wider responsibilities to ethical practices (Fordyce and van Ryn, 2014).
The reason Molleindustria is raised is because the organisation produces games which, like
Everyday Racism, are about finding non-numeric, non-statistical means for understanding forms
of abstracted social tensions. The organisation produces games directed at various social
problems including racism, sexism, the military-industrial complex, and so on. Where
Molleindustria’s works differ from Everyday Racism is that both play and representation within
their games are highly abstract. In games such as Oiligarchy (Molleindustria, 2008) the social
issue is represented literally, depicting the military and corporate aspects of large oil companies,
and the aspects of play – such as installing new oil wells – are literally engaged. In other cases,
games become highly metaphorical approaches (as in Unmanned (Molleindustria, 2012) and To
Build A Better Mousetrap (Molleindustria, 2014)), wherein the game context has only a mythic
relationship to the object under assessment. In Unmanned, the experience of shaving the face
of your avatar is connected to tensions in military masculinity through the jarring affective
moment of repeatedly cutting oneself, as juxtaposed with the act of shooting Iraqi civilians,
which is treated by the game as a quotidian experience. We can perhaps learn from the
approach taken here in terms of driving Everyday Racism means that games take on an
education through the formal qualities of gameplay, not through a direct conveyance of
information.
A second game that has somewhat unexpectedly provided advances in discussing racial
identification in the context of videogames is Rust (Facepunch Studios 2014). Rust is a
multiplayer game currently under open development whose ‘early access’ form is available to
players. Until recently, players’ avatars have exclusively been nude white men, however, as
recently noted in their development blog, all players will now be generated with a random set of
identity phenotypes over which the player has no control. The blog states: ‘Everyone now has a
pseudo unique skin tone and face. Just like in real life, you are who you are – you can’t change
your skin colour or your face’ (Facepunch Studios 2015a). These randomised qualities are
generated based on the player’s account number, and thus will remain constant over multiple
plays. Unsurprisingly, the topic of ‘Racism’ is currently the most active thread on the game’s
community webforums. Within this community, debate has emerged over whether the problem
of racism was a factor of game design (i.e. that including race generated the racist discourse,
and thus reversing the race change in the game’s development would be the best course of
action) or whether the change in appearance simply made apparent the racist behaviour
in-game. As the first commenter noted, playing as a phenotypically black avatar led to
significant racial abuse, concluding that ‘skin colours seem like a poor decision’ (Facepunch
Studios 2015b). This commenter’s subsequent response exposed the experience of rhetorical
racism: ‘I actually liked the idea first, but my experience today has really soured the game for
me. I find it very disappointing and though this may seem sensitive, actually quite hurtful. I may
not be black but that doesn’t mean I can’t be offended’ (Facepunch Studios 2015b). While
neither Molleindustria’s games, nor Rust, as yet are about racism itself, both raise examples of
strategies for engaging with race as a social issue within videogames.
Given our analysis of Everyday Racism’s* operation, it would appear that structural racism is
difficult to display outside of narrative forms. As a tendency within the development processes
for mobile games we can observe a trend to focus on gameplay over narrative, and thus
perhaps some changes need to be made to the way that development progresses within mobile
ecologies. There are, however, a wide range of games that offer alternatives worth exploring.
Other games that approach systemic problems through videogames include pieces such as
dys4ia (Anthropy, 2012) and Depression Quest* (Quinn, 2013); dys4ia in particular engages
with the problems of gender identity through an extended metaphor involving Tetris shapes. In
its current form Everyday Racism does not engage with racism through the system of gameplay,
and thus lacks the ability to produce clear game-based goals that include anti-racism as a part
of the solution. We suggest that by presenting a system that produces more clearly defined wins
and losses, a game would be able to engage in a more firmly pedagogical approach to racism
without becoming simply didactic. That is, while the didacticism of Everyday Racism has evident
benefits, the next stage for anti-racist games is to become more productive in terms of
generating reflexive educational moments for players. In the case of Against All Odds (United
Nations High Commission for Refugees, 2005) players take on the role of one of many avatars,
beginning the game seated at an interrogation. The player must give up their rights to vote, to
free association, and to their sexuality, among other things. As the player attempts to gain more
freedoms, they are progressively beaten by security forces. Blood begins to cover the page and
the screen – a development that affects both gameplay and game aesthetics. If the player does
not sign away enough of their rights, they will never progress to the next stage. For the game
Darfur is Dying (mtvU, 2006) the player is never able to win. Instead the player is situated in a
refugee camp, and must slowly sacrifice family members to roving mercenaries in order to
collect water. While the crises that these two games present are somewhat removed from the
experiences that Everyday Racism seeks to interrogate, they do a great deal to weave
gameplay, pedagogy, and narrative together.
From the above analyses, we can make a number of observations about what productive steps
can be taken in light of Everyday Racism. The nature of systemic racism poses problems for
rule-based game design, as well as for narrative-based gaming decisions. There is also the
manner in which games engage their avatars – games that are built around specific avatars
have a different set of gameplay experiences to those that raise up a number of different
identities. Finally, Everyday Racism makes effective use of mobile platforms, and makes
significant headway in this direction. These three areas are excellent points from which this
game and other anti-racist games can continue to make progress.
In terms of operating on a mobile platform, the way in which Everyday Racism centres the
mobile phone as a site of hostile social interactions is a profitable step. Because the game does
not seek to be kind to the player in terms of the experiences of gameplay, and by complicating
patterns of phone use, the game opens the potential for experiencing negative affect responses
to moments of racism. By evoking negative mobile phone experiences, the game makes good
use of existing cultures of use for mobile technology. Building on this approach would seem to
be a rewarding exercise, provided that any developments take into mind the way in which
overarching narratives can be coded within a single game in a way that responds to user input
for longer than a moment. Everyday Racism is a linear narrative underneath a game-like
interface, an initial foray into the possible uses of apps in anti-racist politics that is at once
innovative, problematic and illuminating.
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